
Chapter 1 

The btoke consists to 10 chapters, with the pages a third blank or Cthout type, 
totalling 248 pages, end eight appendicies, one, at most, being Thompeon's writing. 
{The fifth is noteworthy bednese it is' "Official Correspondence of Representative 
Theodore R. AUpfermen, as though his letters to the Arogives on this subject are 
any more official that 'hompsents, of mine, which precOeded his and is more complete, 
sad as though they had not earlier been printed, as in the Congressional Becorde  
Aho New York Times, etc. They were, is feet, a press release by the Goueressman. -.
hie is podding intended to give the unoriginal book the trappings of a wale 

researched One. Comment on my second sad third books, which did have extensive 
end original reproduction of really official documents that I had personally 
dug out of Archly:ass oblivion, was favorable and may have sugeested duplidetion 
to the non-comeercial pair.) 

If, because of time, we restrict ourselves to the first chapter, we will not 
have an unfair reflection of the bock. 

On the ver, first page he adopts abbreviatio I inteated forhefet7e848 end used 
in no other works 78570 to represent Volume •2 the hearings, ;age 570; $97 to 
represent page 97 ofeatite Report; File NO, 80 to represent the Commission's 
meaningless method of referring to its files as "documents, vie, Docueent No. 80. 

On the next page, page 4, he says "7spruder wound the camera, set the speed 
control on 'Run', the lens on 'Telephoto", and tested the mechanism..." Here he 
he his firate,footnote, which is printed on page Id. At that point he attacks me 
for accueate luoiotion of en FBI report that the Commission suppressed. RS dies 
not any that ikeetWacourate or that the Commission suppresed this report. Instead, 
he says, "if this report were true then the speed of the assassination would have to 
be boosted by 30.e." Here be does some suppressing on his own, for the FBI's 
photographed re-enactment was exactly that, 506 faster than the time the govern- 
ment computed from the Zapruder film, as it timed it. Re then says, "Weisberg 
made quite a lot of this report," This is one way of presenting a 14-word note 
added at the end of a chapter of about 7,500 words. 'hat I really did is to print 
a photographic reproduction of the suppressed FBI report. 

The Zepruder camera was also suppressed. Important as it is to the crime and its 
solution and understanding, to the evidence end to history, the government had 
strenuously evelded taking possession of it, borrowing it instead whenever it 
wanted to see it. It was finally taken into government possession after publication 
of the book In which I exposed this, WEITEVAUR 11, the book Thompson niter presented 
when he wean t borrowing from it, en following a campaign by me alone for its 
become government evidence and property, a campaign during which Thompson was 
entirely unheard from. He then says, accurately, that the camera could not be 
"set" on "24 frames per second", which the FBI report stated, implying that it 
could not take pictures at any rate other than 18 or 48 frames par second. The 
thrust of Thompson's complaint against me here is that I should have done what he 
did, ask the manufacturer. be did only in an attempt to answer me. ley publication 
was or two things he does not and cannot Challenge' official inaccuracy and offic-
ial suppression, of which he is also pert. However, he did What he should hot have. 
'Ghat I smoked out was not available to me. It wan, because of it, to those who 
copied from me. His soholership, typically, was eacoadehand. If he bed the slight-
est idea of how that camera operates, he'd have known that it can expose film at 
rates of speed varying from 18 to 48 frames per second-or it can take single expos-
ures, like a still camera. 

On Page 8 he prints what he represents are the best copies of Frame 207 available 
to the 'commission and a clearer cop, me "acquired" from Life (Life seeme to think 
the right word is "stolen". In any event, it is deception. As he knewpor at least 
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should have known- the copies printed for researchers by the Archives are not 
the best copies available to the Commission. Those are first copies. from these, 
which ere incolor, the FBI made copies in black and white. From these the Archives 
makes copies for researchers. lie cannot ignore the splice through the Commiseion's 
A'reme 207, so he says, "even ignoring" it. Now, he does not ever ptint the 
entire Wreme 207, for he cencot. That, in the original, was destroyed. The patch 
on the original caused the splice. Be prints a copy from Life without a splice. 
that this means is that he has a copy of a copy from Life. The Commission had a 
clearer ark frame than that- a copy of the original, hence the splice. It is 
quits false and lknowingly flee tosay, as he does, that the only film "the Comes. 
slim studied" is the remote copy. 4e knew that slides from the original-first copies-  
were made only for "ommiseion study. There can be no clearer or closer oopieee 
e V7H138). As a wetter of fact, the Commission, despite his misrepresentation, 
saw whet he did not, the original (711138). The only valid comment he rakes hiSi 
is only what I had earlier published and he read, in my writing. 

EA made so little "study" that he doesn't know that the Archives projector did 
not have a "bulb" as itssource of light. It is en arc projector. It is I who 
was able to persuade the Archives to allow me to bring in an 8mm projector to 
see a closer copy that what was usually shown, and I offered the use of my 8mm 
projector for the use of others. Unless Thompson's work wee very much later than he 
represents, the Archives had AO bulb projector for him to see. And the camera does 
not have four "settings", as he writes. the cootrel lever being spring loaded, it 
can be set but three ways, single-exposure, normal and slow-motion. The fourth, atop, 
is not a setting but is the usual position of the lever unless it is used. At the 
time I wrote this book a duplicate of the camera was unavailable to me. At the time 
he wrote his the Zapruder camera bad been in the Archives, thanks .to my work, for 
nine months and available to him for examination. 8e, he did worse then he xritici-
lead me for, he failed to examine the camera itself: 
9-footnote 5 (page 17), consistent with hie pretense than ho new ehet others, include 
ine the Commission, did not, says that the official slides were not made from the 
original Zapruder film. He accomplishes this two ways, first saying "there is no 
doubt in my mind that the Life's transparencies ore the better of the two sets" 
and then that Shaneyfelt "implied" that "both sets were made from the original film". 
The better quality of the Life transparencies, if if exists at ell, can exist only 
in his wide, for there is no doubt of the fact or the sworn teetimony(78139), the 
Commission's slides were made "directly from the original movie". The least-knowe 
ledgeeble examination discloses this, for they incltde the two splices that exist 
only in the original, that having been damaged after the copies were made. The feet 
ie thot Thompson prints es better copies those fleet were made from a copy end are 
not as clear es the Commission's slides, about which ho pretends and pepresente 
otherwise. Ee fails to report the making of a black-and-white extgexst copy of the 
film made by LIFE-for all his touting of the association eith it, fails to note 
that 111 the crucial wtt feemes wises not male into slides, end thus seeks to pro-
tect the FBI and the Commission staff from negligence that is inexcuseable. But his 
own reference, to showing the Life transparencies to 00am/rase:nee Meefeeman, denies 
the meaning he seeks to impart. After the Congressman had aeon all that LIFE could 
allow him, I took him to the Archives and showed him the slides, showing him also 
how they could be projected backward and Forward and is duplication of motion, 
and he toll me he sew what he did not at LIFE. He then quotes Sylvia Meagher and 
her book where, he says, on page 27 she "points out how unclear she found the Arch-
ives' 35-millimeter slides of the Zapruder film to be." That she actually says 
has nothing to do with this. She says is that with respect to the moments of 
impact, "neither the flint nor the color elides made for the Commission by the 
Life photo laboratory (now available for examination at the National Archives) 
enables the viewer to pinpoint this moment. Nevertheless, careful study of the 
color slides has other rewards". (On peke 8 he says that it was Sylvia who pointed 
out how more could be understood of the film when it wee projected backward. 

Apparently she did not tell him her source: me. Sylvia was unstle to spend time 
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at the Archives. I got things she vented for her. And it is I who first pro-
jected the film backward and reported it to her.) quoting Sylvia as an expert 
on the Archives and what is and is net there is less then meaningless for she 
has peeve vittually no time there and has never made any detailed study of the 
Zapruder film. However, with Aupfermen saying thex ovosite of what Thompson 
wants to soy, with the facts being against him, and no one else who has made a 
close study of it to quote, there was nothing else he could do except stand on his 
own, which, at best, is hazardous. En and she did become close collabbrators, 
which possibly exelsins how hie book, which apneared first, could contain page 
references to hers, even if they refer to a non-existing text, one to how both of 
them misrepresented the dote of publication of 77EITEMSB exactly the sense way. 

Also on pege 9 Thompson says , "Bet on Life's blowups, I ear for the first 
time enough evidence to prove that Connolly had not been hit until thirteen 
frames (or three-quarters 'of a seoend later", -ten he co;12 not have been hit 
by a bullet that also hit the President. Now it is not Thompeen who saw this"for • 
the first time'. Nor did he learn of it from his viewing of any version of any 
part of the 7epruder film. lie wee then worklne with ealendrie, who we then devoutly: 
convinced thet the Bove nor had nDt bean hit until lane late~, at Ireme 227. It 
is Ray Marcus who much earleer established this, from his own study of the least 
distinct verions ef the pictures-the printed ones-and wh^ told Thempan of it at 
LIFE'. offices. Ray made this knowledge available to others working in to field, 
ineluAns me, In July 1966, before J'hompson was working -tks with LIFE. In a further 
effort to awry this lie off, in a note on tte bottoms of pages 8 sod 9, ha repeats 
whet 1  had eeelier published in.WHITUALM -and alone had published - tbettthe FBI 
working copy of the Zepruleregilm wee a copy of a copy cal this less clear then it 
could aid should hove been. a concludes with o (lase statement, here quoted in 
fall:"On Feb 25, 1964, a rephsentative of Life projected the original film for 
Shoneyfelt v(5H138). That is a reference to the testimony of Sheneyfolt, who said, 
not that the film bed been shown him alone but also to "Commission representatives 
and eeresentetives of the FBI and Secret Service hers in the Comminsion building". 
Had 	quoted this testimony soctrately be could not have lied that the 
Commission never saw the original film, or pretended he saw what they didn't. The 
legitimate point he does not make-end cannot, beeauee he is thn defender of the 
Commission end the ?BI- is that there woe no excuse for the Comeleelon not heroine 
the original, which was available to it, if not with Life's cooperation, under 
subpens. This 	whet 1 published, while also publishing frames from the Zepruder 
film-but in meaningful context, not as pert of a public relations ploy. I also, and 
severely, criticized LIFE, bong other things, for pretendeng to release the missing 
frames of the original film when they didn't. LIM did not sue me-but they did sue 
Thompson. The difference is in our eeeroaches. Mine wee legitimate work. hi: fleokeri. 

le Here he cuotes Dr. Cyril "mcht on "another interesting phenomenon", that 
the President's heed moved backward at Frame 313 in response to what the Commission 
said was a shot from the back. This is an obvious impossibility end requires no 
genuine expert, which Dr. ?teat is, to establish it. Of this Thompson says merely 
that it "d10 not been mentioned in the Report". How could it have been unless the 
Ampert was an entireiriltTereti-Oneat is-U-tterly destructive of the Report. By 
this means he avoids mentioning that 1 hadeubleehed this in RHITE7ASH II (Page 221), 
end that Ray Marcus had independeitly end by other means also observed it-it is 
very obvious. before he began writing his book. Rather Thompson pretends that this 
is his own original work, his 'discovery". 

Here also he reveals the scholarly incompetence of his own field investie 
gatioa, presumeably for Life, and at its expense and While on its payroll, for 
he interviewed the Phil Willises. Now without going t: Dallas I learned that Mrs. 
Willis saw the President's head go backeerd in reaction to this shot. Her hueband 
and she made no secret of it and believe this is the resen she wee never called 
se a Commission witness end that neither was ever interviewed by the FBI until 
Slane 1964, when he made his pictures public. Thompson makes no menteon of any of 
these thijes, even though he quotes other witnesses who say less the this. Bed he, 

he also would have had to acknowledge the reason Mrs. Willis was not called as a 

'Mum, end admitted the official investigation was a deliberate coverup. 
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Interestingly enough, in his examination of one of thebViIlis daughters, 

Liebeler reveals he has called the wrong one as a witness. Thompson also has no 

cement on this. Yet the Comeiselou ae,:ounted for ell of the Willisee, all of whom 

were present, le its testimony, except the one who sew the fatal shot most clearly 

and wee not celled. Just as interesting is the fact that the FBI report, shich I 

publish in full in PHITOGROEIC wurilam (179-80). oentains no reference to any 
FBI interest in what drs. Willis SSW. 

In this connection, Thompson reprints a copy of the Max Phillips eeoret 

Service memo that I printed in Photogreplatc Whiteuash (pates 136-9) on page 311. 
he was either rewarded with a legible copy by thc:: government, which aosured me 

it had none, or touched the official copy ue to mn'ke it legible. But wl:zt he failed 

to note, fawn thoueh it eveld seem to be important to his argument that he pretends 

is his own, is that Zeprueer also, before he wee officially brainwashed, said the 

shots came from the front of the President. lied Thompson, ho would also have had to 

point out that there was an official misrepresentation of what witnesses saw, Thee, 

ea a riv..in who really seeks to protect the official investigators, he (mule not de. 

Inmtesd he printe this /hillier; memo as a shill, denying it any meaning, bst seeking 

by its inclusion to impart an air of authenticity to his book. In fact, gale again 

Thompson fails to mention I pug this up and published it e about three months 

before he finished his book. I found it a year earlier. So little interest had he 

in this Phillips report that the name Phillips is not even in his index. The real 

feet ie that Acmvson has no serious purposes in his eppendix of documents. Hapeints 

them illegibly, four ex 10 Sheets to a 6x0 page-where the tart of an 8-inch videe 

page is reduced to en inch and a half- end thinks so little of them end teeir 
significancee that he does not even include them in his index. (They cannot be 
reed by the unaided eye and only with inconvenience under magnification). 

11-"No fewer than 22 people were taking pictures in Dealey Plaza that dey", he eays 

oe this page. True. No fewer also than about three times that away. `hat he does, 

a in without credit, is to quote the first mama by the men who has taken over my 

work on suppressed pictures (Thompson never says the governeent super seed pictures, 

for that would destroy any chance of defending it, his real purpose). He goes 

further and says "faiderstandable" the .heport does not mention some. Thus, in 
addition to hiding the delibeeste sup session Of essential ticturea oe the assassina-
tion, he personally superesses the fact that the close eyewitnesses who took these 

pictures were never celled as witnesses and the CBI interviews with Lhem, in the 

files, were not even published when there were 20,000 pages and more available end whet 

when there was no limit on what the Commission could publish. Rather that expose 

the horror of the federal government that was investigoting eow it came into power 

deliberately suppressing the most vital evidence, he instead becomes pert of its 
eoverup. For =ample, he says of tkt Hughes film, that "scant mention is made of it 

in the 26 volumes". This is a greet kindness, for no meaningful mention is ever 

made of it. Thus Thompson is himself able to misrepresent it, suppress its proof 

of Osweldts innocence, and shelter the FBI from its destruction of the film end the 

rgosa misrepresentation of it made to the Commission. Thompsen does not lift, as he 

has from so :such of my work, the official FBI documents which show it misrepresented 

by 10 minutes the time this assassination movie was actual made, when the Presidene 

tiol car was under the sixth-floor Depository window. (PWW-81). Be says, instead, 

WThe FBI apparently studied one frame". The truth is they had the entire film, as I 

proved, and selected one frame to doctor for the Commission. Hoover includes it es 

exhibit 29 in his first, ao"oelled definitive report, Had Thompson himself not 

misrepresented the official handling of this film and its exonerating evidence he 

could not himself pretend there sea any possibility of eseald's guilt-und without* 

that there was no possibility of carrying off his defence of the government, V
etch 

is his real purpose, despite the coverup contrary pretense. 

Page 13-Here is en example of leis careful scholarship and precision in 

language and writing, that of the man who was critical of my writing for its 

„73.0.0k of editing", 	
I 

which made public in apologizing for itt 
-----  
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Polaroid 
"A/photogreph snapped by Mrs. nary Moorman from the grass in tee middle of Lesley Plaza..." He also says it eras never reproduced in "sufficient detail". It wes never reproduced at all by the Comeiasion. It is one of two she took. I aloud set forth their sad hletcry in I. flay Marcu.i and others have done detailed anal- ysis, slap unmentiorod by Thoqpnon. But the obvious thing is that she was not in the "middle" of Dee ley Plaza, but al one the southern edge of Elm Street, where the sidewalk would have been had these been a sidewalk, and she is clearly visible there in meey of the Zeprudor frames he tells us he studied so closely. She was not in. the middle but et the northern side. Nor is the gram there the middle. 

13-14. He says the Commission "ME hesty in evaluating" the ph graphs, which shelters them for superession on enderstates whet it-end he-did with what wee not supereseed. Fes-sole criticism is "haste". lie cies as an"example" the "combinetion of" Zeprudor and Willis (without even seetifying it is the fifth of the 12 of the Willis pictures the Commiseion awe and bed-not 011 of those he took. Of this he sage the impossible, that they "prove without a doubt that the first shot fired wee the one that hit". No magic can have a movie showing,nothine, and a shot that missed cennot show, in either a movie or a still. 
The photos he seys,"coesttitue the only inviolable form os evidence". i4e is too modest, for he, as well as the FBI and Commission staff certainly did violate 

it, in every way possible. ( And he says on page 15, without telling their history, that the missing frames of the Zepruder film ore "inconsequential", although they are those frames that could show the eseentiel evidence, he and the Commission bath ;melee that the first shot could have been fired for the first time at Just 
this point.) 

He and the Commission both say no shot before Yrame 210, and that Willis's fifth shows the inetent of the hitting o the first shot. He goes into this on pp.31 ff. His word i that the picture was token "sitellteneouely" with the first shot. 'or him to say this is net just a simple misteke, nor is it a casual lie. It Ilse to be wilful. ''fat telsapertent about the missing frames is not necessarily 
whet they show but whet they do not show. The Zeprdder fictures clearly show, es Thompson know for I printed it in VH1TETAM II, which was out before he began to write his book and he lifted enough from it to know of its contents, that 
bed finibhee tokine his picture before frame 202. In even the unclear black and *046 remote-generation coeTes printed by the Commission, even blurred -e they ere by the screen of the reproduction process, and even further magnified tmexttlemsx to four times the size in. which the isdmiseion orinted them, this is clear. In Frame • 201 Willie hes taken the picture end hoe begun to walk. In Frame e02 he can beseen 
welking into the street, his camera coming down. 

'Phis is irrefutable 6:1.2xit was known to Thompson. It is one cf -thr. many 
evilncezt tlint, while seemine to ceitiziee the goveenment, he really seeks to protectw its fake inquest and to shoe the modification that ie now required in a new effort to ::-2,?ke the unco::eptable. conclanions so:::sptabis. 



Thy Another Book? ( introduction) vii 

vii-"...there is much evidence that has either been overloked or improperly 
interpreted..." His ho-k is "neither a critique of the Warren z'eport nor an 
attack on its critics." It "takes up where the others leave off". 

viii- Everything was discovered by Vincent Selendrie (whose help he was getting 
and who had no book). He then lists the eppeerence of the "second generation" of 
beoke, in this order: Epstein, inquest; Lane, Rush to Judgement, Whitewash series, 
Popkin's Second Oswald; Seuvage' Oswald Affair. He includes Rey '"arcue's monograph 
The Bastard Bullet, which appeared the end of 1966 and is the only one in its 
proper sequence. Sauvage's book4'which first appeared in irence, end 7ihitewash, 
are of about the same •date. Whitewash was finished in mid-February 1965, well 
in advance of the magazine writing to which ihopmson alludes, end was first 
p:blished privately in August,1965, before , any other book. Then came a book 
sPPsrePtly unworthy of Thompson'a scholarship, Sylvan Fox's Unanswered questions 
(perhaps unworthy of mention because that also is the title Thompson took for 
his chapter 10). Whitewe h wentvlaIar oPnerel distribution the'first of :ey 1966. 
Publication date of inquest was 	moeths letPr, ini June 29, 1966. Lane's book , 
and the United States edition of .euvagea were publisha in mid-September. Through-
out the boom Thompson's scholarship kept hit from the copyright page of MITI-6,6.-3H, 
which clearly bears a 1965 ,dete,,4Apk,he says it wasn't pibliahed until 1966, this 
hiding its priority and his indebtedness. At, one point (p.249), he ev-n pretends 
that a revise edition cf Lane's book, published in 1967 end using material from 
1965's 'IIITT,ASH,'-"raised" the question Whitewash raised, as he then acknow'edges 
in a separates - rt 9te. VA this page he also attributes to leopkin what ep-eared 
in Chel:ter 1I 	TEWkSH, the development of the "False Oswald", renamed by the 
Second Philosophy Professor 

lx 41,these:books'dieoley "two common threads: (1) a deep debt to Selendria's 
pioneerio -  end largely unsung research, and (2) a critical and negative !Vince 
vice a .via the Warren '''eport". The interesting thing is that the only bo-k 
really, indsbted to_Sslendris in e major way is Thompsan'e, and if his is rot 
ePftecism of t- "iarren Report, no matter how second hand, it is ncthing, unless, 
as he doe not say', it 16 an eliptical defense of it It adds nothin,-- rev;', eve 
irresponsible conjecture end inexcuseeble, deliberate error ow which 11'?71 as a 
"scholar", ccmId not liove.been ignorant. 

Intere-tinrly, to this ":choler" Manchester's book also does not exist. Any: , 
this "second  generetion of,assasaination studies has ended in public confusion 
end frustration. A firet'step'of a radically different sort is now required." 

	

JWaeS e'ond Thompean,,whose Oboek attempts to take that step". 'by 	It 
took -verythin,: else. 

4-"Up .t1 new critics hove rotten by with simply discovering errors of the 
7en 	anti dielpl'Itino.2them.tie the reoponsibility - Of future works to 
a,h1ress then elves 	the70eati:Ons asked shove (strew-man questions, hor 1-1'; 
h9pren.) tc 	drawing. nit - tLe evidence together end to - etoempt t" 
acme r-,f At." 	'2horripson did draw all ti.e evidence together, especimily 
tjat'A.. r 	,,1e sense of it any be que:.:tionnhle, but he certainly 	 7i1 

!t. "e "adds nothir:7 worthy of :-erious oonsiderntion, no ter,:l'la 
r ^  -1:8t h-n cried thet was not elrey mite public, acv.' th' 	rolo- 

t 	'Al.iro,resentntion. 

l: t !t1:. 	%%iny u(:. t: 	tL 	 hi.: forevard, !.11,Treently 
.ion, 	 7. hi 	c 	 thitu not then uv-iToble 	th 

• 1 fuvor 	to :im, -s th,.!e is sol-:d Tn-,7.--,o to as8u--,e- rn_: 



tv-xviii A Note From the Publisher. 

Mr. Geiat e concept of truth is direct from his major line of filthy writing that 
he so success/N.111y commercializes. After admitting, without realizing what he was doing, that it was not until after the October 1966 LIFE column by Loudon wain. right "calling for re-examination of the evidence end re-opening of the investigs. tion", the conclusion of WillTisbASU alone that Thompson was first connected with LIFE, Geis says the "most important benefit from Thompson's point of view was 
that he now had access, for the first time, to Life's on copy of the Zapruder 
easassination film (spent Wendless hours") examining it frame by frame..." Thus 
Geis dates Thompson's work pith Zepruder as after everyone else's, particularly 
Ray Marcus's and mine. It is consistent with Oeists high standard that he say, as he does here, that the association with LIFE gave Thompson access to a clearer set of Zapruder to examine "frame by frame". The only permitted frame-by-frame examine. 
tion, shethesi it was on the Life cony, the Life still transperencias, or the 
set of slides mede ror the ■%ommisaion by LIFE and available to researchers in the 
National Archives, cannot be any closer to the original that the Archives set, 
for it, like any other copy, wee made from the original. It is impossible to get 

any closer. 

Geis is Hlso helpful to those who wonder about what Ihompson is really up to in 
gitine a historl that is in direct coatrediction to that advanced b$ his "scholar". Gies said that hompeon was working on the book for him all along. Thorpe an said 
On wrop-TI'Zanuar7 7, 1968, that Geis didn't contract for it until about December 
1966, after publication of every one of the other books except my second pair. 

As a dedication to his singular interest in public vrvice only, a reflection of 
his horror at the thought of profit, Geis proclaimed "our offer to donate the 
entire profit on the book lo LIVE in exchange for these few frames of the 
(Zepruder) film", ite doesn t specify which fsames, but they are those "on Which 
he (Thompson) had labored so lone and on which his argument rested." This is 
really an odd one, for Rey Marcus had developed his proofs (exactly the same ones Thompson was to adopt and call Thompson's) with only what had previous been printed. I hove the workup Marcus sent me in Jul, 1966 consisting of his copies of the 
sainted  frames, the least distinct possible, but clear enough for him. it is also 
a spectacular estimate of the profit the sevryldr. Geis expected to mike from the 
Thompson book. By that time ne rights to the Zapruder film he sought to buy with 
these profits from this book hoe bean so large that the royalties alone, paid to 
Zaprduer, had oonw to about a half-million dollars: 

If liar. Gies was serious, he is e very °army businessmen. If he were not, which is 
quite possible, hs at least havrested a vast drop of publicity that then cost him 
nothing. It may, in the end, however. He end hempeon proceeded to steel Life's 
property, es Life saw it. Life promptly filed suit. 

And thus we hove a clear delineation of the noble, non-commerical Geis-Thbmpson 
motivation. 



Acknowledgements-xi-xiii 

The most important one is mif,sing. That is to the already-published books, 
particularly the Whitewash series. Witheutmpirating than Thompson e5uld have 
nothing. 

He foetal, Publisher Bernard Geis as saying 'publication of thos book is not diateted 
by commercial considerations." Be might have titled this the Gesi Revolution. is 
is the reknowned manufacturer of filthy books, created to serve the mark he 
thinks exists, and oommiesionad to fit that mcrkei once he is satisfied It is 
reedy to be milked, Thompecnse book thus takes to place with Valley of The Bblls 
and Exhibitionist. 

This statement also represents a Geis convolution, In Novembsr 1ge5 he said, 
after havinf had Whiteweh road, that he would never do any book on the subject 
beecuse he could not do a subject like it justice. Two years enlier then the 
eppenrence of the Thompson book he was correct. TrIE and LIFE hove devote! 
much space to the extolling of Goal's skill in designing smutty boeke for profit. 

Among those to whom Thompson acknowledges his indebtedness are six people to Wham 
I had given my unpublished materiel in confidence to help therm in their researchei. 
Before the book appeared, one of these people told me I'd find Thompson very getiettive 
in his acknowledgements. This is correct. The wonder 12 in the long listing of named 
if he omitted the garbage man. The effect of this it to make it seem that he is 
honest and does acknowledge his sources end his helpers, The truth is this is part 
of his deception, for whet he does not credit is the major source of his material 
Whet others, mostly I, had already published. 


